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The AVIATOR Harness uses advanced 
technology that is not used in any other 
style of pet bird harness. 
The AVIATOR Harness is the only truly safe bird restraint 
system. Hundreds of thousands sold around the world attest 
to the safety and quality of The Aviator.

The only ESCAPE PROOF pet bird harness. Your bird can easily 
remove the leash and sometimes the harness from every other brand of harness.

Easily fits the largest pet birds and budgies under 75g.

One piece design - No pieces to assemble.
Advanced engineering has eliminated dangerous buckles and clips that distract and injure birds.
Easiest to install - Only one slide
Installs in less than ½ the time it takes to install all other harness.
Elastic Leash For Safety
Elastic leash safely absorbs impact shock and keeps birds from being injured if they 
unexpectedly fly to the end of the leash.
Revolutionary design
Reduces the total harness weight - especially on small birds. Some harnesses can weigh 
as much as the bird!
Petite and Extra Small harnesses weight only 10 grams. Larger sizes weight only 25 grams.
Specially engineered collar
Hugs the neck keeping the strap from sliding toward the wings and 
annoying your pet. The AVIATOR’s special collar design is the only 
harness that allows birds to safely wear the harness with food in 
their crop.
Self-adjusting leash
Changes orientation as bird moves around handler. Automatically 
adjusts from the chest to the back as the bird climbs and flies.
Special design knitted nylon strap
Very flexible to conform to your friends’ body.
Special Ultrasonic Cutting and Welding of material
Eliminates distractive stitching and shape edges that 
can cut your friends very thin skin.
Connects
To retractable cord leash and FLIGHT LINE (sold separately) 
for greater flying distance.
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